or experimental, whether applicable to humans or animals. The quality and level of performance of these three components will determine the quality and perfonnancc of the final product. To date. there are several snch components of one type or another, or just parts thereof, being developed and establi~hed in various parts of the world. Here. in North America, Vie should be proud and thankful to God the Almighty for being in a positjon to witness the hirth of a llnil)ue facility which will hopefully present all three components c.:ombined. By this, I mean the Akbar Clinic which houses the Akbar Institute of Ilealth. The physical faciUties of the Akbar Clinic are currently being completed and should be ready for operation within six to eight v,!eeh insha'AlIah. Like any newborn, it is sull weak, vulnerable and not yet able to show its full-fledged potential. However, it has the genetic setup and composition which will determine its personality and potentials. Given Ume and prope.r care and nurturing, it will insha'A1lah grow and develop to its planned format of an lshullic medical Institution providing education, reliearch and health care services.
Knowing the magnitude of a monumental undertaking such as the total Islamizal ion of the health scienl..'eS and the establishment of a new brF.ed of the healing arts. it is obvious that the output of only one unit i.e; nowhere near enough. It will take the combi ned efforts of several such units in North America and all over the world. However, the experience at Akbar This is where we are now with regard to Islamic Medicine. We have passl:.x1 through all the essential prepamtory steps and are now read)' to start the actual construction work. The value of these preparatory steps, however, should not be under~timatcd. It is of the utmost importance to have a clear vision and proper orientation right from the start. In such a long road leading to our objectives, which may take anywhere from 20 to 50 years to realize. a start which is even just a few degrees off the proper direction will lead us, after 20 or 50 years, to a destination which is quite different and far from the one we had intended. Any time or effort~"pent in the proper preparation is an investment well spent.
Now. we have a definition of Islamic Medicine which is: DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.5915/16-1-5956
The Journal oj lMA-Vol. 16-January and Aprll1984-Page 9 could be looke.d upon as a possible leading prototype for these units. The very preliminary working pla.n.~1 am going to share with you in the next few minute-are only a very simple and erude-example of what could be done.
It .should go without saying that the properly oriented curricula suitable for the teaching of lslamic
Medicine cannot be fonnuJated just by sitting in the lihrary or study chamber. They have to be bac;ed on the experiences and finding<; of long years of resemch and practice. This may lead to the conclusion thal medical education at Akbar will have to wait for many long years before it can be a reality. Wbue this is true ",,;th regard to a comprehensive Curriculum for a medical schooL some type of medical education lS needed and is actually going on right now. Continued medical education for the staff memhers of Akbar is an essential ongoing activity at present. This takes place in the fonn of bi-weckly preparation and presentation of medical subjects in the variOliS specialties, as well as a review of specialty journal material. Initially, we thought that this would be the extent of our mlO'<lical educational adivities fur years to come. However. ami due to certain favorable circumstances, we are blessed with a small number of medical students who rotate at Akbar to gain part of their clinical experience and share with us OIlT developmental stage. The presence of medical students at Akbar ha~a great educational value for the staff mem bers who need someone to help them develop and practice their teching skills. Those of IL~involved in teaching should realize how much learning it takes a teacher to do a good teaching job. So much for the educational aspect of Akbar at thi5 stage of its development.
The next component of a comprehensive health carẽ~t cm is, as mentioned above; the health careservi~. Right from the beginning, the Akbar Clinic will provide the comprehensive diagnostic services usually found only in a hospital setup although the Clinic will start as an ambulatory facility. This will be supported by a sophisticated home health care service. in addition to the ability to keep patients up to 24 hours at the Clinic facility. We hope that. within the first year or two, we shall be able to have some type of lodging facility attached to tbe Clinic although this may not necessarily be labeled a hospital. rt may take the form of an extended care unit, a drug rehabilitation unit. or even just a Clinic Inn, depending on the legal approvals and the number of beds approved by state health agencies. The ultimate goal L~to have a complete self-sufficient hospital facility a<; part of the Akbar facility. Knowing the existing legal and political situation, this goal may take several years to be achieved. However. unexpected circumstances may take place that will allow the earlier realization of this objective. Untu then, we shall be using the local hospital facilities in town to satisfy our inpaticnl~' needs who absolutely require a reaJ hospital setup. Last but not least, i.~the research component which, I feel. is the basic foundat.ion of any quality health care system. Without ongoing research, there will be stagnation of knowledge, and stagnation leads to decay. Since the priorities and orientation of Islamic medicine are in some or many aspects different from those of traditional contemporary medicine, there is no substitute for our own research programs which have to be tailored to our need~and criteria. At tl)is very early stage of our development and considering our very limited resources, we have a few humble research items on our agenda. Here I shouJd like to clarify that I shall be limiting my commenls to research topics other than jw,i literature review and simple case reports which could and should be done by anyone with interest and a reasonable access to a library. The research suhjects T shall be talking about are the ones which require an institution to be conducted in. Even the oncs which appear to be simple anti straightforward sHU need a facility where the data, clinical or experimental, can be collected. From the nature of some of the topics which I shall be menlloning, it \vill become clear why the facility need5 to he ours and/or under our control.
One area of interest is the area of evaluation and there variahles under a randomized and controlled setup. and comparing the Quran to a variety of other stress-reducing modalities, as well as placebos, produces quite an involved study protocol which will require a series of weD-planned studies. The documentation of the effects will utilize a variety of techniques ranging from documentation of gross physiologic responses using Biofeedback techniques to sophisticated measurements of celluJar and humoral responses of the immune system. Another area of research i.s in the field of treatment open-minded attitude willing to inve;tigate some fOnTI of treatment which is ancient, exotic or, to say the least, unconventional and where -regardless of the resea.reh area or subject of spt:.'Cialty -all matters are subjected to .~cientific evaluation and scrutiny. Another question may be raised as to how this research activity will be financed. Akbar ha~not used any grants or donations for the establishment of its facilities. All the financing was obtained from the lslamk Bank in Luxembourg on a lease-purchase basis. The money will he paid back from the revenues of the Akbar Clinic insha·Allah. However. we shaJl be soliciting-grants for the various research studies we plan to undertake. But, if worse comes to WOTSe and grants cannot be obtained. the Akbar Clinic will try to finance as many research activities a.~possible, depending on its own revenues. If we have to depend completely on our own internal resourC€s, the research acitivities wiJl have to be somewhat limited. at least to start with.
With this brief presentation, I have submitted to you a sample of our actual working plan at Akbar which will have to be expanded and probably modified over the next few years. 1hope that t.his humble start will provide a useful part of the North 2.
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of cancer using a multi-modality, specific and nonspecific immunotherelpy approach. This will he done in conjuTlction 'With Dr. Another part of the pharmaceutical research is the evaluution of the effects of some of the herbs and plant products which have been used for medicinal purposes for hundreds of years. This will require a multitude of clinical and pharmacological studies. This work will complement some of the work currently being done at some facilities in Kuwait and India, Along the line of pharmaeeutical research. there may also be some limited pbarmaceutical industry for the production and marketing of some Akbar Brand of medicinal preparations.
A fourth area of re~arch which we have on om preliminary agenda is the evaluation of Acupuncture anesth€:l.;a and analgesia in sW"gical patients during the intra-operative and [Jost-operative phases of treatment, (."omparing its results with those of conventional methods.
Other topics on the list include the evaluation of various nutritional approaches and rehabilitative method~.
Looking upon the above-mentioned research arca~, the question may be raised as to what relation thh ave to Islamic medicine. Although the listed topics are varied and deal with unrelated subjects, they all have something to do with one or more of the six basic .features and criteria of Islamic Medicine. They either deal with the search for a superior alternative, be it a more effective or a safer modality of treatment; or the development of a treatment system which is in compliance with Divine ethics; or providing a comprehensive treatment modality that takes care of the physical as well as the spiritual needs; or showing a universal
